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Explosion North-American Test in the Northeast Skies of Brazil 

 

 

Abstract. The aim of this paper is to present an unknow fact occured in Brazil in 1957: three 

explosions of nuclear bombs realized in an diplomatic illegal way above the skies of the 

Northeast of Brazil. The explosions are a test to detect the possibility to create an electromagnetic 

barrier to avoid the exchange of radio comunications by the soviet government in a case of a 

total nuclear war. This terrible fact are not studied in the History and Physics textbooks in Brazil 

but it was documented by brazilian and north-american newspapers and by the references of 

Basbaum and Cornwall.    

1 Stratospheric Nuclear Explosion in the Brazilian Northeast  

Basbaum (1960) wrote: 

The failure to re-establish diplomatic and trade relations with the countries of 

Eastern Europe and China, which are of such great interest to our economy, is an 

imposition of the United States in our foreign policy. And the famous Brazil-US 

military agreement, through which a US domestic law regulates relations between 

the two countries, is without a doubt a clear intervention in our domestic policy. 

Just recently, the United States exploded an A-bomb in the skies of the [Brazilian] 

Northeast without the governors and political leaders of our country manifesting in 

any wa. [1, p. 21] 

It is very konwn that, during the Cold War, United States developed nuclear bombs to make 

test in the earthly stratosphere. The aim was to analyze the possibility to avoid radio 

communications or electronic guidance of nuclear missiles launcheda by soviets in a Nuclear 

War. The effect was terrible. 

Cornwall wrote the memories of witnesses who witnessed the nuclear events in the year 

1957: 

It was around 7:00 pm (...) someone called their attention to a rising light... a large pink 

or reddish light spreading from the low mountain range that you see from the door towards 

Cacimba Nova. It was like a fern plant, streaking like coconut leaves. 

The flash lasted so long that the animals left the surrounded place thinking it was a new 

day. 

Ana (...) heard her mother comment that she saw the great light in the sky and that the 

day after there was dust above the plants. [2, p. 10-11] 

It was evident that north-american realized an illegal nuclear test in a geographic area not 

allowed to conceed this madness. The New York Times related this event in its edition of 1959 

[3] (Fig. 1). 

 



  
Fig. 1. Edition of April 4th, 1959 – New York Times relating the nuclear experiment named Argus. 

2 The Ou Unfriend, the Atom 

Recently it was published a paper [4] when we analyzed the Disney’s film, made in 1957, 

entitled Our Friend the Atom. This well-known film was a peice of propaganda of the north-

american government to popularize the peaceful use of the atomic energy. But this is only the 

surface. The real aim of this film is to make a brain wash in large scale to the US citizens accept 

the use, also, in a new Great War. 

The idea, developing to the new brazilian curricula to High Schools is to work of 

contemporary physics in a historical and critical perspective, using for example, the conflicts 

between science and politics, for example. There is an obvious ambivalence between what is 

“friend” and what is “unfriend” in the field of ATOM. 

3 Conclusion 

The remarkable conclusion of this work is to introduce the theme of NUCLEAR PHYSICS 

but based upon real and unknow facts of the history of our science and humanity. 
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